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Introduction

Shin Mizukoshi

Mikko Villi

In the latter half of 20th century, the story of Japanese people has been largely

In the project, our interest has been on how digital technologies are used in
local, grassroots community building in urban contexts. More specifically, we
have studied how place-related stories, memories, emotions and visions of
citizens can be collected and used in such a way that they would make the
place emphatically available to others. We have also examined how the stories
can be used in urban planning. Importantly, place-related stories are shared
increasingly in social media, yet we understand surprisingly little how they
influence our conceptions of the living environment and physical surroundings.
The theoretical focus of the project has been in the relations between
individuals, communities and places, examining mediated communication that
has a link to place.
When studying the sense of belonging connected to certain places, and
the stories related to those places, a fundamental question is how memories,
experiences and presentations of places serve as a basis for communality
and social cohesion. The key in this is mediated communication that has a
link to place, or better, mediated place, in which place is integrated firmly in
communication and communication can reinforce the bond between the place
and people.
Communication, thus, plays a key role in the mediation of place and
memories. Memory work is shaped by media and place, and place is shaped
by memory and media, as people inscribe places with temporal and social
meanings (Özkul & Humphreys 2015). Mediated memory work (Lohmeier
& Pentzold 2014, 776) enables the creation of social memory (Keightley &
Schlesinger 2014, 746), which can be tightly connected with certain places.
Mediated memory work refers to memory-related practices that enact
instantiations of personal or collective memories through media (Lohmeier &
Pentzold 2014, 779).

packaged by mass media and replaced by the consumptive behavior of the
commodified ‘story’. Thus, ‘storytelling’ as a verb, referring to an act by people
to weave the story about their everyday lives autonomously and continuously,
has declined.
In the 21st century, the condition of the media environment has significantly
changed. The Internet and mobile media have contributed to the rise of an
‘information-saturated society’. Sharing information and conducting creative
activity while isolated from actual society are gaining popularity through Social
Networking Services (SNS). However, the majority of Japanese people have
lacked a place to nurture ‘storytelling’ literacy for a long time, and currently, it
is difficult to say that diverse discussions and expressive activities occur in the
public communication space.
I have worked on media studies with a design-oriented mind that support
general people in Japan to develop their media literacy and produce their own
storytellings digitally. In this Storyplacing project, Professor Mikko Villi and
I have coordinated a transdisciplinary and international team specializing in
media studies, information design, and community planning. The team has
developed workshop programs and online platforms encouraging people’s
storytellings, and put them into practice both in Finland and in Japan.
After a two-years project term, we found almost all of our research practices
to be fruitful and we identified more common challenges and possibilities
than different ones in the field of digital storytelling in Finland and Japan.
Our studies have identified many intellectual seeds of potential for future
collaboration.

Keightley, E., & Schlesinger, P. (2014). Digital media - social memory: remembering in digitally
networked times. Media, Culture & Society, 36(6), 745–747.
Lohmeier, C., & Pentzold, C. (2014). Making mediated memory work: Cuban-Americans, Miami
media and the doings of diaspora memories. Media, Culture & Society, 36(6), 776–789.
Özkul, D., & Humphreys, L. M. (2015). Record and remember: Memory and meaning-making
practices through mobile media. Mobile Media & Communication, online first.
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Motivation and Context

Shin Mizukoshi (Media Studies, Media Literacy)
When Professor Mikko Villi and I began to prepare the application paper for
this project in 2013, I had in the intention to cross two boundaries.
First, the boundary of scholarly fields: media studies, design studies, and
community planning. From 2001 to 2012, I conducted the MELL Project (Media
Expression, Learning and Literacy Project) and other practical media research
projects that encouraged citizen media literacy and media expression. Then
from 2006 to 2012, I worked on an interdisciplinary joint research project
to design the platform that would support media expressions by citizens.
The catchphrase created for this project, Media Exprimo, was ‘from an
information-saturated to a “story-interweaving” society’. Since then, I have
been continuously working on media studies and media literacy related to
storytelling. In this Storyplacing project, as a researcher of media studies, I
intended to collaborate fully with researchers of design studies and community
planning to develop new types of digital storytelling.
Second desire was to cross the boundary of, or to bridge two nations,
Finland and Japan. Since 2000 when I first visited to Finland, Finnish design
theories have fascinated me. Upon having opportunities for academic
exchange in the field of mobile media and communication studies since the
first half of 2000s, I became particularly interested in the theory of participatory
design and the design philosophy of everyday life - those are, in relative terms,
unique to Nordic countries, and different from western Europe and the United
States.

urban communities. They have the potential to bring communality back into
endless urban areas, which otherwise may not offer a sense of belonging with
the place and other people. The new digital media, such as location-based
services, can augment places by linking experiences, memories and stories to
them, thereby potentially helping in community building.
The main contribution of the project lies in developing a methodological
toolset linking digital storytelling (DST), participatory design, and public
participation geographic information systems (PPGIS) in community building
and urban planning. Such innovative interventions, tools and practices
as town-making (machizukuri), mapping, self-organized communities,
Telephonoscope and the SoftGIS approach have demonstrated how the
development in urban neighbourhoods and districts is much more than a
question of engineering the physical space.
Another important contribution is our collaboration with the Japanese team
of researchers lead by Professor Shin Mizukoshi from the University of Tokyo.
Our collaboration has been active, fruitful and also personally rewarding.
During the project all members from the Finnish team have been able to visit
Japan, many of us several times and for extended periods. Thus, in addition
to the scientific contribution of the project, this continuous interaction and
development of friendships between researchers from the two countries
has been of great significance. It provides a firm basis for similar bilateral
collaboration in the future.

Kari-Hans Kommonen (Digital Design, Design of Society)
Mikko Villi (Media Management, Audience Studies)
Research on the mediation of place in urban settings is timely for many
reasons. On the one hand, the rate of urbanization is growing. Over half of the
world’s population currently resides in cities. Concerns related to urban life
and the urban environment are central. On the other hand, the emerging digital
age is shaped by information-centred and digitally-mediated communication.
New digital media, especially social media, are shaping communication in

4

The overall theme for the work of the Arki team in the project has been to
study how people influence the conditions and change of the society around
them, especially in self-organizing contexts, and what kinds of communication
practices, media and design activities are involved.
We studied citizen initiatives in Kallio in Helsinki and in Yanaka in
Tokyo, exploring Extended Participatory Design methods through several
interventions, as explained later in this booklet.
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Hideki Koizumi (Urban Engineering, Community Design)
The high level intention of the Storyplacing project was to explore the
possibility of open and bottom-up communication design to create public
realms through action research in the different social contexts of Finland and
Japan. A distinct the feature of this research project was collaboration among
experts in the fields of urban planning, community design, information design,
and media design from both countries.
Through several action research activities both in Finland and in Japan,
transdisciplinary experts of Storyplacing attempted to generate new social
communications among stakeholders in communities, and to encourage them
to reform the spatial design of communities as well.
As a result of the research, we found much more commonality than
difference between the two countries. For instance, the social issues, such
as ageing society problems and multi-generational coexistence have become
critical issues in communities of both countries. This emphasized the necessity
for us to innovate a new form of community and to create an open and bottomup social system to reflect community voices.

2

and behavior strictly with social and cultural context in the time and place in
which they occur.
One of the reasons, why place-based approaches are not very common
in environmental psychology is the lack of suitable methodology. Public
participation GIS (PPGIS) methods aim to bring the academic practices of
geographic information systems and mapping to the local level in order to
promote knowledge production, enhance participation, and ultimately improve
the quality of environments. The softGIS methodology developed in Aalto
University in Finland is an advanced example of an Internet-based PPGIS
methodology that has been used both in transactional person-environment
research and in real life public participation processes. Collaboration with
our Japanese colleagues has enriched the development of the methodology,
especially the work by Rikutaro Manabe with Kakiko maps. This collaboration
has allowed us also to compare the place-experiences of various user groups,
children, young people and the elderly in Finland and Japan.

Marketta Kyttä (SoftGIS, Environmental Phycology)
The intriguing associations between urban structure and inhabitants‘
experiences, behaviour and well-being are in the core of people-environment
research. In my field, in environmental psychology, place experience research
can be blamed to concentrate too much on inner, mental, place experiences
without paying much attention to the physical characteristics of places. This
is rather paradoxical in the field, which was born to study the reciprocal
interaction of psyche and its factual environment instead of artificially
individualized psychic life. The role of material environment is taken seriously
in transactional research, where the person-environment relationship is seen
as a dynamic, interactive system, the components of which should not be
taken out of context. At best, this approach anchors individual experiences
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Tools and Methods

3-1 Critical Media Practice
Shin Mizukoshi
In the case of humanities and social sciences partnering with natural science
and engineering, many attempts have involved the former conducting empirical
investigations, and based on these investigations, the latter conducting
development efforts. That is, different fields agreed to a division of labor.
However, to design media for general people’s storytelling, a new methodology
that crosses between humanities/social sciences and science/engineering
beyond the division of labor is necessary.
I propose a new methodology and theory of ideological framework called
‘Critical Media Practice’ from the perspective of media theory. In other
words, it is a critical and practical development of media theory armed with
critical and analytical knowledge of humanities/social science and practical
development knowledge of natural science/engineering. I have been working
on such a methodology and theory through a large number of practical
projects, such as the previously mentioned MELL Project and Media Exprimo.
Critical media practice can be divided into the micro-, meso-, and macrolevels, depending on the scale of activity. Here, let us focus on the most
microscopic activity: workshops. Workshops are significant in two contexts: a
promotional program of learning and expression under extraordinary setting,
and user experience research.
The following section explains the flow of a basic workshop program
(Fig. 1). Generally, workshop programs introduce people to extraordinary
activities. People are made to encounter other participants, cooperate on a
given topic, create and express, conduct joint review and exhibition with all
those involved, review, and return to their ordinary lives - it is a ritualistic and
ceremonial circle.
The organizers (i.e. developers and facilitators) of a workshop ‘plan and
design’ the workshop, and ‘implement’ it in a specific time and location. The
results of such ‘implementation’ are ‘evaluated and analyzed’, and based on

8

findings, the ‘plan and design’ of the program are improved. By repeating such
activity, the performance of a workshop is improved.
Participants of workshops (i.e. general people) join for numerous interests,
and while communicating with various people, they ‘express and create’
something in cooperation. In the latter half of a workshop, activities are
evaluated by local people, the results presented, and the participants critique
one another (i.e. ‘joint review and exhibition’). The results of such a process
lead to individual ‘reflection’ and development of the next ‘expression and
creation’.
Based on the above-described general program, we emphasize the next
two points to raise the workshop-like activities to the height of theoretical
methodology.
First, the workshop is considered as the place of citizen’s participatory
media practice. At the same time, we attempt to reach a resolution in the lack
of communication between experts and non-experts, or between researchers
and the general public.
Workshop participants often gain significant meaning from their own
learning, work, purpose of living, and life itself from their workshop experience.
A well-designed workshop often has impacts that can change identities or
the social perspective of participants. Such participants often participate in
a workshop again. Further, participants themselves ‘re-plan and redesign’
workshops by altering it to fit the context of their locale and workplace, and then
implement such events as facilitators. I focused on this process in designing
a workshop in participatory media research so that general participants can
gradually design and implement a workshop themselves (Fig. 2).
Second, we also plan to overcome the barriers between the humanities
and sciences, and between theory and practice, that stand in front of us,
the organizers, in the extraordinary setting within critical media practice.
Storytelling workshops by citizens would break down the obviousness
of everyday life and temporarily disable existing social norms. As such,
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apart from the participating public, the experts and researchers, who are
the organizers, become involved. For example, from the perspective of a
participant, organizers are simply members of a group, their backgrounds
are insignificant; thus, participants will ask anyone a wide range of questions.
This scenario puts facilitators in a position where he/she cannot answer the
question that is outside his/her expertise. Facilitators will be forced to offer
support outside of their field of expertise. By repeating such support, various
experts learn the situation as a whole. Without them cooperating down to the
finest detail, a workshop would not succeed.
Considering a workshop implemented by organizers, and a workshop that
has been applied and developed in the context of participants themselves:
these two facets of workshop create a hierarchy, forming a webbed and
interacting relationship. In fact, we have attempted to design workshops so
that it becomes a place where observers and the observed, researchers and
experimental subjects, research activities and learning activities can interact,
build a mutual relationship, and create deeper intellectual awakening and

Fig. 1
Flowchart of a Workshop

artistic creation in a complex manner. We consider it to be significant that we
have used such ideological methodology as a foundation.

Fig. 2
A Workshop with Civic Participation and Researchers’ Reflection
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3-2 Telephonoscope
Katsuaki Tanaka, Masako Miyata
Telephonoscope is a system of micro-digital storytelling, consisting of a
recorder, a player and a server. It has the form of a rotary dial telephone. When
a person lifts up the receiver, he/she can listen to a voice instruction and tell
his/her own stories for upto three minutes.
Telephonoscope recorder can play and record voice messages with an
installed iOS device. This device can detect signals of ‘music play’ and ‘music
skip’ via its headphone jack. An electric circuit which connects a handset’s
microphone and speaker to the iOS device’s headphone jack, and converts
on-hook and off-hook into iOS event signals is installed to a dial phone. We
have also made an application that plays a question message when the dial
phone is off-hook and records the answer message from the user. All the
answer messages are sent to the server with a timestamp and geographical
information.
Telephonoscope player plays messages stored in the server. There are
two types of players. The first player plays a selected message by the user;
this player is provided as a tablet device with a handset-style receiver.
Users can find their messages in the list of waveform images. The second
player automatically shuffles all of the messages and plays them repeatedly.
Users can enjoy all of the messages in a public space via this player with
speakers.
Telephonoscope server receives the answer messages and stores them. It
performs conversion of sound file formats, and fadeout processing to reduce
the background noise of on-hook situations and generated waveform images
of the messages.

12
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3-3 Comikaruta
Katsuaki Tanaka
Comikaruta (a word derived through combining Community and Karuta) is a
communal card game with one photograph and one short message similar
to a poem. Comikaruta collects and shares images of the local community
in the form of a traditional Japanese card game Karuta, consisting of pairs
of drawing cards and reading cards. In the traditional Karuta game, a reader
reads a text card and players compete to search and get as many image cards
corresponding to the text cards as possible. Contemporary Comikaruta cards
are composed by local residents using their mobile’s photographs and short
text messages.
For this communal game, we developed an online system of Comikaruta
that collects and lists pairs of one photograph and one short message and
makes them into the form of Karuta on the website. It consists of a card
submission sub-system and a card listing sub-system.
We made two versions of the Comikaruta card submission system. The first
is an e-mail based version in Japanese language. The second is a web-based
multilingual version.
In the first version, each participant from a Comikaruta workshop sends an
e-mail and attaches a photograph image with EXIF data and a short message
like a poem, which describes the image, via participant's device such as
a smartphone. Then he or she can review and edit the posted image and
sentence to compose a couple of Karuta cards, and submit them on the card
submission web form through a tablet device. Card editing functions such
as rotating the image, editing the sentence, and creating a user account for
Comikaruta are provided.
In the second edition, participants can upload photographs and messages
via a website form and submit them as a pair of Karuta cards.
Submitted Karuta cards from each version are listed on the Comikaruta
listing system on the website. It shows a list of Karuta images and generates a
slideshow of them.
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3-4 Maptionnaire/SoftGIS
Maarit Kahila, Marketta Kyttä
SoftGIS is an advanced example of Public participation GIS (PPGIS) tools
that enable the place-based collection of large datasets to study personenvironment relationship. These tools also support knowledge-informed urban
planning by producing usable information for urban planners interested in the
development of more user-friendly environments (Kahila & Kyttä 2009). The
Finnish innovation SoftGIS refers to a collection of Internet-based survey and
participation tools that allow the locality-based study of human experiences
and everyday behaviour (Brown & Kyttä, 2014). SoftGIS methodology is
theoretically grounded into the transactional environmental psychology
zooming closer to places where the experiences take place (Kyttä et al.,

Fig. 1
SoftGIS methodology has been used to study perceived neighbourhood quality (left), indoor space experiences (middle) and childfriendly settings (right).

2012). PPGIS tools manifest the ongoing digitalization process in the field of
participatory urban planning (Kahila, 2016). Therefore, during the past ten
years, these project-based SoftGIS tools have matured to a more permanent
and stable platform called Maptionnaire that enables researchers and different
actors like urban planners to implement place-based studies independently
and collect knowledge for participatory planning.
Research themes studied with SoftGIS methodology cover a large variety
of themes including environmental child friendliness, perceived urban safety,
accessibility of ecosystem services and evaluation of the indoor spaces. In
urban planning the usage of SoftGIS has focused mainly on the early phases
of planning process when the background information is collected or the
feedback from the different planning options is needed. Memories and stories
haven’t traditionally been the focus of SoftGIS studies. The case study realized
in City of Hanko studies the possibilities to grasp the memories with PPGIS
technology among youth and elderly (see “4-5 Memories of Place”).
Fig. 2
The Maptionnaire survey used in the participatory process of Helsinki city plan 2050.
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3-5 Other Mappings
Joanna Saad-Sulonen, Andrea Botero and Sanna Marttila
The collaborative creation of maps of one kind or another has been
an important tool and technique used in participatory and co-design.
Here, mapping is not necessarily associated with the representation of
geographical relationships, but rather refers more generally to “using visual
and verbal components on patterned backgrounds” (Sanders et al.; Fig. 1).
Mapping can easily be achieved with mundane materials, such as paper
and pens. In our previous work we have used collaborative mapping with
participants as a technique to visually bring forward the variety of digital tools
and media that people use in their daily life (Botero et al., 2008). Creating
maps collaboratively is a way of prompting participants to think of aspects
of their everyday practices -like practices or resources - by making them
visible as an object that prompts discussion and reflection. Mappings are
a particular type of visualization that can ‘facilitate participatory processes
by way of conveying issues of public concern as “things”.’ (Schoffelen et al.,
2015; Fig. 2)
As the various tools and methods previously described in this chapter
show, maps can also be a useful tool for collaboratively map stories. Digital
tools enable participants to record various media with locative data attached
to it and make it possible to map stories with precise geographical attributes.
Moreover, Caquard and Cartwright (2014) bring to our attention another
relationship between mapping and stories: the narrative of maps themselves
and mapping, which relate to the agency of their makers (Cosgrove, 1999)
and tell, similar to co-design mapping outcomes, a particular story (Figs. 3
and 4).

References:
Botero Cabrera A, Naukkarinen A, and
Saad-Sulonen J. (2008). Mapping social
practices through collaborative exercises and
visualizations. In Proceedings of the 5th Nordic
conference on Human-computer interaction:
building bridges (NordiCHI '08). ACM, New
York, NY, USA, 419-422. DOI=http://dx.doi.
org/10.1145/1463160.1463209

Fig. 2

A mapping session with Kallio urban gardeners (2015) Photo by S
Marttila

Project members standing in front of a map of Helsinki before
doing a walking tour in Kallio, Helsinki (2015) Photo by A Botero

Caquard, S., & Cartwright, W. (2014). Narrative
Cartography: From Mapping Stories to
the Narrative of Maps and Mapping. The
Cartographic Journal, 51(2), 101–106. http://doi.
org/10.1179/0008704114Z.000000000130
Cosgrove, D. (ed)(1999) Mappings. London:
Reaktion Books Ltd. http://www.cfa.arizona.
edu/ahgsa/files/ahgsa/Corner_Agency-ofMapping1.pdf
Sanders, E. B.-N., Brandt, E., & Binder, T.
(2010). A framework for organizing the tools
and techniques of participatory design. In
Proceedings of the 11th Participatory Design
Conference (pp. 195–198). New York, NY, USA:
ACM.
Schoffelen, J., Claes, S., Huybrechts, L.,
Martens, S., Chua, A., & Moere, A. V. (2015).
Visualizing things. Perspectives on how to
make things public through visualization.
CoDesign, 11(3–4), 1–14. http://doi.org/10.1080/
15710882.2015.1081240
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Fig. 1

Fig. 3

Fig. 4

Detail of the printed Yanaka Gei-ko Ten map, Tokyo (2015)

Maps and images of Yanaka collected during a walking tour
(2015) Photo by A Botero
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Interventions and Implementations

4-1 Workshops for Community Design
with Telephonoscope

that digital storytelling is a useful design approach for advanced community
interaction.
But usually, we do not talk about ourselves without a given reason or
situation. So, we need to design places that stimulate people to express
themselves. In particular, we focus on the systems and workshop programs,
because even if we have appropriate equipment, many of us will hesitate to
use it, so, we need to design a good workshop program, including timetable,
equipment, tools, and things to do. Additionally, we discussed how we can
achieve a digital storytelling workshop in a simple way. So, we designed
the Telephonoscope workshops to be accessible and user-friendly. At the
workshops, we use a rotary dial telephone as a voice input device – the
telephone is a common device for personal communication. So, we expect that
the style of talking through a telephone can naturally draw out people’s stories.

Masako Miyata, Rikutaro Manabe
1. Digital Storytelling Workshops for Communities
What is design for communities? We have been trying to make places for the
citizen expression of their everyday lives, such as the spots in the local area,
their favorite things, daily happenings and so on. Between 2014 and 2016, we
held several workshops with Telephonoscope in which the participants could
tell their stories through a rotary dial telephone.
2. Why do we need to tell our stories?
Digital Storytelling is a form of media activity, in which people create short
movies or slideshows with some digital equipment such as computers, tablets,
and digital cameras. They express their personal experiences and feelings
from their daily lives. It started in the United States, and has become well
known and widespread because of Capture Wales produced by BBC Wales * 1.
Why are the practices of citizens’ expression important? Akiko Ogawa
points out two things * 2 . Firstly, the persuasive force of narrative style has
received renewed focus. Because we all actually have stories to tell the
others, even if they are only small, daily and trivial things. We can change
our perspectives through knowing and listening to others’ stories. Secondly,
expressing through digital media allows us to appreciate other’s perspectives.
Participants tend to find great pleasure and creativity in chatting with diverse
people.
3. Designing System and Program
We designed the workshops based on such backgrounds. We wanted to
collect inhabitants’ real and sometimes subconscious voices, and make use of
them for more advanced community design. For example, a formal interview
may be useful to collect the inhabitants’ voices, but sometimes it will make
the person nervous. Or, decision by majority is a common way to decide
something, but it is difficult to listen to the voice of minority. So we think

20

* 1:

http://www.bbc.co.uk/wales/audiovideo/
sites/galleries/pages/digitalstorytelling.shtml
(Accessed 10 Aug. 2016)

*2 :

小川明子 (Akiko Ogawa ), “ デジタル・ストー
リーテリング – 声なき想いに物語を (Digital

Storytelling – Giving stories to voiceless
feelings) ”, リベルタ出版 ( Libertà Publishing
Co.), 2016

4. Workshops with Telephonoscope
During the project, we held various workshops with Telephonoscope in Japan
and Finland.
4-1. AraBunCho Media Party (2014 / Tokyo, Japan)
The experimental practice was held in an event for the researchers and
practitioners of media at the end of the year. We asked the participants to
look back on the year through gathered stories. As the telephone-shaped
device was not completed at this stage, we used iPads and microphones as
substitutes.
4-2. Kallio Library / City Library of Hanko (2015 / Helsinki and Hanko, Finland)
During this engagement we used the telephone as a voice input device for
the first time. It was striking for us that during this session there was a senior
woman who was brought to tears while expressing her memories of the town.
4-3. Goodbye Kikusui-yu (2015 / Tokyo, Japan)
We brought Telephonoscope to an old public bath (sento) that had closed
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down one month before. The rotary dial telephone aesthetic matched the
interior of the public bath. Once again the engagement proved emotive with
a young woman participating in this workshop being brought to tears when
conveying her experiences.
4-4. Ōmori-Sanno Shopping mall and Qwalunca Café, ‘The letter of this year’
(2015 / Tokyo, Japan)
A workshop was held in an event of a shopping mall Omori-Sanno and a
shared café Qwalunca Café at the end of the year. The participants drew a
Chinese character (Kanji), which expressed his/her year, and talked about their
feelings through Telephonoscope.
4-5. Arkadia International Bookshop (2016 / Helsinki, Finland)
Arkadia is a bookshop and also a place for cultural exchange. The stories were
spoken in Finnish, English, Japanese, Swedish, German and Spanish.
4-6. Kotiharjun Sauna (2016 / Helsinki, Finland)
This public sauna is famous and well known by locals and tourists. In a relaxed
atmosphere, many participants told their stories.
4-7. Cultural Typhoon 2016 (2016 / Tokyo, Japan)
Cultural Typhoon is a cultural event that involves presentations and
interactions. We adopted the idea of using maps and photos to our workshop.
(Please refer “4-2 Mediological Experiments by Telephonoscope in Cultural
Typhoon 2016” for more information.)
We are planning to improve our workshop from what we learned during
these engagements. For example, the use of maps and photos related
to the concerned area, and developing the effective listening system for
recorded stories. We hope that future improvements on the workshop with
Telephonoscope will make individuals and communities more culturally rich.

22
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4-2 Mediological Experiments by Telephonoscope
in Cultural Typhoon 2016
Rikutaro Manabe, Katsuaki Tanaka
An experimental workshop with Telephonoscope was held in the Cultural
Typhoon 2016 at the Ueno campus of Tokyo University of the Arts on 2nd and
3rd, July, 2016. Cultural Typhoon is an academic event of cultural studies that
involves presentations and exhibitions. There were about 500 participants
from various academic, practical and artistic areas.
The topic used for the Telephonoscope in the Cultural Typhoon 2016 was
‘Memory of Ueno Town, Neighborhood of this Campus’. The photos and
maps of the neighborhood were experimentally prepared to help participants
to remember memories easily. They were put next to Telephonoscope. The
question message of Telephonoscope was in both English and Japanese.
The voices collected by Telephonoscope were expected to be diverse,
as there are a large number of cultural sights such as Ueno station, Ueno
park and zoo, Tokyo University of the Arts, many museums, Ya-Ne-Sen old
Japanese-style street, AmeYoko shopping street in the neighborhood. The
photos by which the memories of participants were prompted related to
objects relevant to the above mentioned sites. The map was a simple one,
upon which participants placed small stickers in areas they mentioned in their
stories.
50 voices were recorded and 61 stickers were placed on the map. Some
participants mentioned several places in their messages. The marked places
were certainly diverse and they collectively described the features of Ueno
neighborhood. The photos and maps were, as we expected, helpful in
supporting the recalling of participant memories.

24
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4-3 Mapping in Kallio and Yanaka
Andrea Botero, Joanna Saad-Sulonen and Sanna Marttila
One of our main interests in the Storyplacing project has been to develop
participatory design approaches with self-organized communities, taking
advantage of storytelling activities already present in the urban communities
or new ones that can be developed together. A bridging idea to the work of
our Japanese colleagues is thus the concept of machizukuri (which means
‘community development’ or ‘town-making’) that describes participative
urban activities linked to bottom up city planning and community design
(Sorensen et al. 2008). Machizukuri approach resonates well with the Nordic
Participatory Design approach we have been working on, and especially with
its Community Participatory Design direction (DiSalvo et al., 2012) which
prioritizes bottom up and self-organized engagements to develop meaningful
technologies and social practices together with stakeholders.
We did several experimentations in two contrasting but also similar
neighborhoods, Kallio in Helsinki and Yanaka in Tokyo. Our aim was to
understand both the current strategies and tools used by citizens’ initiatives
in both places that could suppor t the future design of more diverse
storytelling platforms. Yanaka ( 谷中 ) is a traditional district of northern
Tokyo where you can find old charming houses and a sense of the past. As
a result of increased pressures of development and redevelopment, several
local community movements have been active since the 1980s creating a
hub of many machizukuri activities including groups like the Taito Cultural
association, who all aim to preserve and celebrate the neighborhood by e.g.
producing a local art festival or creating new types of community spaces. In
a similar sense Kallio is a traditional neighborhood in Helsinki and one of the
most densely populated areas in Finland. Kallio has a bohemian reputation
known for its working-class tradition that has also been facing challenges
associated with gentrification. Kallio is also home of a particular community
initiative known as Kallio-liike (Kallio Movement) active since 2012 whose aim
is to maintain (and also reposition) the face of the Kallio district as an open,
tolerant and diverse neighborhood by producing street parties, collective
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Fig. 1

Fig. 2

Mapping Yanaka during the Gei-ko-Ten festival (2015)
Photo by S Marttila

Detail of a mapping session with Kallio urban gardeners (2015)
Photo by S Marttila

cooking evenings, and other action-oriented projects like urban gardening. In
the following we will shortly describe two concrete examples of mapping in
Yanaka and Kallio:
One of the mappings in Yanaka was done together with a multidisciplinary
group of graduate students from the University of Tokyo that together with
project partners conducted fieldwork around Yanaka during the Yanaka Art
and Design Festival (Gei-ko-Ten festival) to understand the role of the Geiko-ten in Yanaka and how it relates to machizukuri activities, and the role of
digital media and technologies in Yanaka, especially the way the participating
shops, practitioners and artists prepare, take part in the festival and tell
about it (Poutanen et al. 2015). The Gei-ko-Ten festival has run consecutively
for 23 years, celebrating the community and shedding light on the various
skills in arts, design and crafts that exist in the neighborhood. We observed
and documented the community activities in Yanaka by taking a walking
tour of the festival, and interviewing people organizing or taking part in the
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festival as well as resident and visitors of the area. In particular the students
used the Gei-ko-Ten 2015 map, which was sold locally during the festival,
as a base to overlay digitally their own interpretations of the area and the
festival. The Gei-ko-Ten printed map relayed a narrative of the festival as its
organizers wanted to portray it: Yanaka as a place where craftsmanship and
art, with various local production techniques are still alive, but sometimes
hidden. The digital map overlays created relayed also other narratives; those
of participants in the festival, of non-participants, and of young passers by,
unaware of the Gei-ko-Ten festival altogether (Fig. 1, 3 and 5).
Along with other activities we also followed and created mapping
interventions in Kallio. One of them was done together with Kallio urban
gardeners (KUG), a self-organized initiative in the Kallio neighborhood
that cares for three urban box gardens located in public parks of the
neighborhood (see Poutanen et al. 2015 and Marttila & Botero 2016). The
garden locations are endorsed by the city, which provides the permit and
rents designated spots in exchange for the maintenance of the place.
These mappings were created in dedicated ‘tea sessions’ (Fig. 2) where we
interviewed and drew the maps together with various gardeners (selected
through the Facebook group used to coordinate the activities and logistics of
KUG) that recollect stories of the initiative, the practices and the futures that
gardeners see for this activity (Fig. 4). We observed that the narratives make
visible the multiple labours, infrastructures and motivations that make the
gardens possible. The narratives contribute to build a sense of community
in the neighborhood, and as a vehicle to intervene with dysfunctional food
production systems or simply as places to share and practice gardening
where there are no other alternatives.

Fig. 4

Detail of a mapping session with Gei-ko-Ten festival,
inside the community space (2015) Photo by S Marttila

Mapping Kallio, digital images of the boxes as documented
by a KUG gardener (2015) Photo by S Marttila
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Fig. 5
A digital overlay map of Gei-ko-Ten festival (2015)
Image by C Au, J Jin, M Maeda, K Ito
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4-4 Life of Community Places:
Okasan’s House & Riku-café
Chikako Goto, Rikutaro Manabe
The conventional and typical community places such as community centers
and parks in Japan have been planned and built by local governments.
Recently, community places have changed because of the diversification of
residents’ needs and the financial condition of local governments. The points
of new ones are followings. The private houses, including vacant houses are
used as community places and they are built and managed by local residents
themselves. This situation helps to develop and revitalize the community.
Okasan’s House TOMO in Setagaya-ward in Tokyo is one of the new
community places. The local government supports this place, however this
house was once a private house. The spaces in this house are used as a
playroom for children; a playroom for babies and mothers; a supporting space
for elderly and disabled people; and a space for the Machizukuri (Community
Design) activities. This place is managed by 15 people including the house
owner and various specialists, and is connected to the elementary school, the
child welfare residential facility, universities and so on.
Another example is Riku-café that is located in the quake-hit area in
Rikuzentakata city. Immediately after the earthquake in March 2011, there
were no free spaces or community spaces for residents. A resident opened
her own house for the community to offer some goods. In case of Riku café,
the residents managed the place by themselves, the university professors
and students supported them from the perspective of architecture and
Machizukuri, and private companies offered materials for construction. Many
events for the community were sometimes held at this cafe.
The new community places are small, but new activities and stories are
produced through developing the various communities.

Okasan’s House TOMO (photos by Okasan’s House TOMO)

Riku-café (photos by Masao Nishikawa)
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4-5 Memories of Place
Maarit Kahila, Petro Poutanen
In the city of Hanko we studied how the SoftGIS methodology can be shaped
to study place-related memories and stories. SoftGIS enlarge the traditional
PPGIS (Public participation geographic information systems) to collect
information in a variety of forms: written texts, structured answers, audio
recordings as well as photographs.
The city of Hanko had just started the implementation of the National City
Park project and they wanted to gather memories and communicate about
the project. We used the Maptionnaire tool (https://maptionnaire.com/ ) to
conduct the study.
The study in Hanko was realized in three parts during the years 2015–
2016. The first phase aimed to gather information broadly from the residents
about their perceptions, memories and future ideas on how to shape
the park. In the second phase the aim was to understand better how the

Fig. 1
First page of the PPGIS survey conducted in Hanko

functionalities of the Telephonoscope tool could nurture the PPGIS study. In
the third part more focused data collection was implemented together with
high school students and elderly residents.
We found how different information sharing formats could considerably
influence the ways the information is presented and what kind of information
is provided. For the elderly it was easier to speak their memories whereas
for the youth it was easier to leave photos. Stories spoken out loud involved
strong emotional reactions. For most of the participants it was easier to write
their memories instead of leaving audio recordings or photos. The ways in
which information is produced structure the ways in which experiences of
place are processed and presented.

Fig. 2
The PPGIS study in Hanko allowed the residents to write and map their stories and leave photos.
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Fig. 4
The mapped places in Hanko

Fig. 3
Some photos participants have attached to the survey about their
memories
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Fig. 5
Located places in the city centre
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Future

Shin Mizukoshi

Mikko Villi

I have two visions generated by Storyplacing for the future.

In the future, it is important to further integrate digital storytelling (DST) with

One is to continue to develop Telephonoscope and Comikaruta, etc.

public participation GIS (PPGIS) and participatory design methods. If stories

to build a systematic workshop program and online platform for digital

are assigned geo-coordinates, they can be connected to actual physical

storytelling. Within the short two years, we have been successful in designing

settings, and thereby to a particular planning or design solution. They are not

and practicing individual digital storytelling. However, for more continuous

just stories and experiences of anywhere, but from certain places; the stories

and autonomous activities in local communities, only engaging with digital

fill those places with memories, feelings, thoughts and experiences of such

storytelling does not seem enough. Building communal and participatory

people who actually live and spend time there. Thus, these places are not

media archives combined with digital storytelling may be the solution.

‘empty’ locations from the viewpoint of designers and planners.

Another version is developing networks in the field of transdisciplinary and

An important question for future research is how can the micro-level stories

design-oriented media and communication studies among Nordic and East

gathered by DST methods and mapping interventions be used in community

Asian countries. In those networks, members of Storyplacing (Storyplacers!)

building. Stories are told, they might empower those who tell them, but how to

will be able to undertake the role of hub. Nordic countries have a rich history

activate them for the benefit of community building? How can communication

of sociocultural exchange, as do East Asian countries. If the two regions will

technologies and cultural activities support the stories to be expressed and

collaborate with each other, they will be able to propose alternative visions

shared in the communities? And further, how can Telephonoscope and other

of the future media landscape of the world, different from ones of Western

DST applications benefit PPGIS regarding the collection of experiences and

Europe and of the United States.

memories connected to certain places?
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About the Project

6-1 Events
Open seminar

4 Sep., 2015
Kallio Library, Helsinki, Finland
Theme “What is your memory of this town?”

12 Mar., 2016
Arkadia International Bookshop, Helsinki, Finland
Theme “What is your memory of this town?”

23–26 Oct., 2015
Yanaka district, Taito ward, Tokyo, Japan
(The Role of Yanaka Art and Design Festival [Gei-ko-Ten] )
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21 Apr., 2016
Amsterdam, Netherlands
Theme “Becoming Smart Citizens?”
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15 Sep., 2016
At Aalto University (scheduled.)

WS at Design & the City Conference

Fieldwork, Walking tour
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9–10 Sep., 2016
Exhibition Centre WeeGee, Espoo, Finland
Theme “How do you feel about the changes in Tapiola?”

15 Mar., 2016
Kotiharjun Sauna, Helsinki, Finland
Theme “What is your memory of this town?”

24 Oct., 2015
Kikusui-yu (a public bath which was closed down in 2015),
Bunkyo ward, Tokyo, Japan
Theme “What is your memory of Kikusui-yu?”

11–18 Jun., 2015
Finnish team’s field trip to Tokyo / Walking tour to Yanaka
and interviews of local initiatives around Tokyo.

WS at WeeGee

Closing seminar

WS at Kotiharjun Sauna

WS: Good-by Kikusui-yu

Research visit

2–3 Jul., 2016
Tokyo University of the Arts, Taitoh ward, Tokyo, Japan
Theme “What is your memory of Ueno town?”
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1 May, 2015 - 1 Jun., 2016
Fieldworks in urban gardening, skill circles and local
storytelling in Kallio-Helsinki, Finland.

Seminar

WS at Arkadia International Bookshop

WS: Mapping Yanaka media practices and
media ecologies

Fieldworks

Workshop

29 Dec., 2015
Qwalunca Café at Kichijoji district, Musashino city, Tokyo,
Japan
Theme “What character represented this year of you?”

8 Sep., 2015
Hanko Library, Hanko, Finland
Theme “What is your memory of this town?”

7–13 Mar., 2015
Japanese team visited Hanko city, Kallio district of Helsinki,
Aalto University and University of Helsinki. Walking tour in
Kallio, visiting local initiatives in Kallio on field trip in Kallio
(10 Mar.) Closed seminar in Lapland.

WS at Cultural Typhoon 2016

WS at Qwalunca Café

WS at Hanko Library

Research visit, walking tour and seminars

29 May, 2016
At the University of Tokyo.

W

28 Dec., 2014
Arts Chiyoda 3331(an event space), Chiyoda ward, Tokyo, Japan
Theme “What mark do you get in this year?”

Open seminar

12–13 Dec., 2015
A shopping mall in Ohmori district, Ohta ward, Tokyo,
Japan
Theme “What character represented this year of you?”

WS at Kallio Library

WS: Ara-Bun-Chiyo Media Party

Research visit

WS at Ohmori-Sanno Winter Sale

15 Jun., 2015
At the University of Tokyo.
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29 Sep. – 5 Oct., 2014
Japanese and Finnish team visited Tohoku area in Japan
and held closed seminars at the University of Tokyo.
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Research visit and seminars
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6-2 Publications and Presentations
Japan
Shin Mizukoshi, Digital Storytelling as Community Storytelling:
Theoretical and Practical Dialogue between CIT and Media Studies,
Yong-Chan Kim, Matthew Matsaganis, Holley Wilkin, Joo-Young Jung
ed. The Communication Ecology of 21st Century Urban Communities
(Forthcoming).
Shin Mizukoshi, Media Literacy and Digital Storytelling in
Contemporary Japan, The Newsletter, Autumn 2016, International
Institute for Asian Studies, Leiden (Forthcoming).
Shin Mizukoshi, Open Lecture on the Japanese Media Landscape,
University of Jyväskylä, Finland, September 13, 2016.
水越伸・宮田雅子・真鍋陸太郎・田中克明・栗原大介「テレフォノスコープ：
電話機型装置によるマイクロ・デジタル・ストーリーテリング」、カルチュラル・
タイフーン 2016、日本、2016 年 7 月 2-3 日 / Shin Mizukoshi, Masako

Miyata, Rikutaro Manabe, Katsuaki Tanaka, Daisuke Kurihara,
Telephonoscope: the Phone Shaped Device for Micro Digital
Storytelling, Cultural Typhoon 2016, Japan, July 2-3, 2016 (Reviewed).

真鍋陸太郎「個人の語りを収集する装置『テレフォノスコープ』の開発と試用」、
日本生活学会第 43 回研究発表大会、日本、2016 年 5 月 22 日．/Rikutaro

Manabe, Development and Practice of Telephonoscope as Tools
for Collecting Personal Narratives, The 43rd Annual Conference of
Japan Society of Lifology, Japan, May 22nd, 2016 (Reviewed).

水越伸「ラジオの奥底にあるもの：古いメディアについての新しい覚書」『東京
大学大学院情報学環紀要 情報学研究』No.90、March 2016、39-53. / Shin

Mizukoshi, Issues in the Depths of Radio: A New Sketches of An Old
Medium, Journal of Information Studies, No.90, March 2016, 39-53.

田中克明「黒電話を用いた個人の語りを収集するシステムの構築」、情報コミュ
ニケーション学会第 13 回全国大会、日本、2016 年 2 月 28 日 . / Katsuaki

Tanaka, System Development for Collecting Personal Narratives
Using Black Telephone, The 13rd Annual Conference of the Japan
Association for Communication, Information and Society, Japan,
February 28, 2016 (Reviewed).

後藤智香子「住民主体による住宅を活用したコミュニティスペースの継続性に
関する研究 ～世田谷区『地域共生のいえ』を事例として～」
『日本建築学会住
宅系研究報告会研究論文集』No.10、2015 年 12 月、113-120. / Chikako

Goto, "Continuity about the Community Space using Private Space
by Residents -The Case Study of the Community Space ʻChiikikyosei-no-ieʼ in Setagaya-ward", The Proceedings of Housing Study,
Architectural Institute of Japan, No.10, December 2015, 113-120
(Reviewed).
Shin Mizukoshi, “Designing Small Media Ecology: Resistance to
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Anti-Intellectualism and Expert Paternalism,” University of Helsinki,
Finland, September 29th, 2015．
Shin Mizukoshi, “Some Perspectives on Media Studies,” University of
Helsinki, Finland, September 24th, 2015．
宮田雅子「ケータイ・スマートフォンを考える：身体と空間をめぐる関係」
長谷川一・村田麻里子編『大学生のためのメディアリテラシー･トレーニング』
三省堂、2015 年 9 月、33-37. / Masako Miyata, Thinking about Keitai

and Smart Phone: The Relationship between Body and Space, in
Hajime Hasegawa & Mariko Murata ed. Media Literacy Training for
University Students, Tokyo: Sanseido, September 2015, 33-37.

宮田雅子「ソーシャル・メディアを考える：新しいコミュニケーション空間」
長谷川一・村田麻里子編『大学生のためのメディアリテラシー･トレーニング』
三省堂、2015 年 9 月、38-42. / Masako Miyata, Thinking about Social

Media: New Communication Space, in Hajime Hasegawa & Mariko
Murata ed. Media Literacy Training for University Students, Tokyo:
Sanseido, September 2015, 38-42.

Masako Miyata “Designing the Place of Co-creation: Overcoming
Stereotypes and Understanding the ʻOtherʼ”, Session Title “No
Encounter, No Dialogue: Reconsidering ʻConnectivityʼ through Media
Literacy Practices”, 2015 NAMLE (National Association for Media
Literacy Education) Conference, U.S.A., June 27th, 2015 (Reviewed).
Shin Mizukoshi, “Critical Media Practice: Social Design Theory
of Cultural Programs and ICT Systems for Peopleʼs Storytelling,”
Metamorphosis Project Workshop, U.S.A., June 25th, 2015.
後藤智香子・後藤純・小泉秀樹・成瀬友梨・猪熊純・似内遼一「岩手県陸前
高田市『りくカフェ』における住民主体の介護予防事業の意義」
『都市計画論
文集』50(3) 、2015、1180-1187. / Chikako Goto,and Jun Goto, Hideki
Koizumi, Yuri Naruse, Jun Inokuma and Ryoichi Nitanai, “Study on

the meaning of the Health Promotion for elderly by the local activity
of ʻRikucafeʼ in Rikuzentakata-city: The New Model of Community
space in the disaster area,” The City Planning Institute of Japan,
50(3), 2015, 1180-1187 (Reviewed).

Finland
Kyttä, M, Oliver, M, Ikeda, E, Ahmadi, E, Omiya, I & Laatikainen, T
(2016) Children as urbanites: Mapping the affordances and behavior
settings of urban environments for Finnish and Japanese children. In
review in Childrenʼs Geographies.
Saad-Sulonen J, Botero A, Marttila S (2016) Shaping the streets
as commons: engaging the virtual and physical dimensions. In
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6-3 Research Funding
Proceedings of the City Street Conference : Street-forming ǀ Reforming: Transforming the 21st Century City Streets. Beirut, Lebanon
9-11 November 2016
Marttila S (2016) Making Culture Commons. In Proceedings of Design
Research Conference 2016. Brighton, June 2016

JSPS & AF (Japan Society for the Promotion of Science &
Academy of Finland) Joint Research Project
“Co-Design of Digital Storytelling System with Geographic
Information”

Marttila, S & Botero, A (2016). Bees, drones and other Things in
public space: strategizing and organizing in the city. Strategic Design
Research Journal (Forthcoming)

Sites of research:

Poutanen, P & Villi, M (2016) From structure to agency: digital
communication infrastructure in urban communities. Communication
and the City: The Role of the Community, 4-5 June 2016, Yonsei
University, Seoul, South Korea.

University of Tokyo, Department of Urban Engineering,
Graduate School of Engineering

Poutanen, P (2016) Complexity and Collaboration in Creative Group
Work. Department of Social Research, University of Helsinki.
Kahila, M (2016) Reshaping the planning process using local
experiences: Utilising PPGIS in participatory urban planning. Aalto
University School of Engineering Department of Real Estate, Planning
and Geoinformatics.
Poutanen, P, Botero, A, Marttila, S & Villi, M (2015) Everyday Selforganizing Social Movements and the Use of Social Media in Citizen
Engagement. Sphera Publica, 15 (1-2), 2-20.
Botero, A & Marttila, S (2015) Everyday Self-Organized “Social
Movements” in Helsinki: A Few Vignettes. CODSGI Project Seminar,
15 June, Tokyo, Japan.
Poutanen, P (2015) Studying Everyday Self-Organized Social
Movements from a Storytelling Perspective. CODSGI Project
Seminar, 15 June, Tokyo, Japan.

University of Tokyo, Interfaculty Initiative in Information
Studies

University of Helsinki, Faculty of Social Sciences,
Department of Social Research, Communication Research
Centre CRC

Aalto University, School of Engineering, Department of Built
Environment and School of Arts, Design and Architecture,
Deparment of Media
Research period:

Between October 1st 2014 and September 30th 2016 (Japan)
Between September 1st 2014 and August 31st 2016 (Finland)
Website:

“Storyplacers” (the website of “Storyplacing” project)
http://storyplacers.tumblr.com/

Manabe, R (2015) Internet Mapped Information Board System:
Application of Geographical ICT Tools for Various Participation. ReDesigning ICTs Workshop, 16 May, Tokyo, Japan.
Villi, M (2015) Storyplacers CODSGI. Re-Designing ICTs Workshop,
16 May, Tokyo, Japan.
Botero, A, Marttila, S & Kommonen, K-H (2015). Aalto ARTS - Arki
update [Case: Kallio-Civic]. Lapland Workshop, 11-13 March, Muonio,
Finland.
Villi, M & Poutanen, P (2015) Co-Design of Digital Storytelling System
with Geographic Information: The Interplay Between Face-to-face
and Mediated Communication in Urban Communities in Finland and
Japan. Lapland Workshop, 11-13 March, Muonio, Finland.
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